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Abstract
The vanadium crossover through the membrane can have a significant impact on the capacity of the vanadium redox flow 
battery (VFB) over long-term charge–discharge cycling. The different vanadium ions move unsymmetrically through the 
membrane and this leads to a build-up of vanadium ions in one half-cell with a corresponding decrease in the other. In this 
paper, a dynamic model is developed based on different crossover mechanisms (diffusion, migration and electro osmosis) for 
each of the four vanadium ions, water and protons in the electrolytes. With a simple to use approach, basic mass transport 
theory is used to simulate the transfer of vanadium ions in the battery. The model is validated with own measurements and 
can therefore predict the battery capacity as a function of time. This is used to analyse the battery performance by applying 
an overflow from one half-cell to the other. Different constant overflow rates were analysed with regard to an impact of the 
performance and electrolyte stability. It was observed that a continuous overflow increases the capacity significantly but that 
the electrolyte stability plays an essential role using a membrane with a big vanadium crossover. Even with a good perfor-
mance, a complete remixing of the tanks is necessary to prevent electrolyte precipitations. Therefore, a dynamic overflow was 
determined in such a way that the capacity of the battery is maximised while the electrolytes remain stable for 200 cycles.
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1 Introduction

The vanadium redox flow battery (VFB) is an attractive stor-
age technology for large-scale storage applications because 
of its decoupled power and energy rating. As for almost 
all rechargeable batteries, VFB encounter the problem of 
capacity loss after a certain duration of charge–discharge 
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operation. The main reason for the capacity loss is the 
vanadium crossover through the membrane which leads to 
a continuous self-discharge of the battery [1–3]. The primary 
task of the membrane is to separate the half-cells and let 
protons (in case of a cation exchange membranes) pass due 
to charge balance during charging and discharging. Never-
theless, vanadium ions are able to move from one half-cell 
to the other which results in self-discharge reactions in the 
electrolytes. Concentration gradients, pressure difference 
and potential difference at the membrane are the driving 
forces for the crossover mechanisms diffusion, migration 
and convection (electro osmosis and hydraulic convection) 
[4–11]. While the hydraulic pressure difference is caused 
by the cell design and can thus theoretically be eliminated 
with an optimized cell concept, the other three mechanisms 
are always present during an operating battery. Moreover, 
an unsymmetrical movement of the vanadium ions results 
in an enrichment of vanadium ions in one half-cell and in a 
dilution in the other. This results in a continuous decrease 
of capacity in the VFB, i.e. a decreasing depth of discharge 
(DoD) [12]. All the charged ions drag a water shell while 
crossing the membrane, which additionally leads to a vol-
ume drift towards one half-cell [9, 13].

Until now there are only a few papers which describe the 
crossover during cycling experimentally [14–16] or based 
on a mathematical model [1, 4, 17–21]. A dynamic model 
for the cell potential was developed by Tang et al. [1] to 
simulate the capacity loss caused by diffusion of the four 
vanadium species in a VFB for three different membranes. 
The diffusion process was described using diffusion coef-
ficients reported in literature. The potential was calculated 
using a modified Nernst equation. Up to 200 charge–dis-
charge cycles were simulated for a potential range from 
1.1 V for the discharge process to 1.7 V for the charge pro-
cess. The temperature, cell resistance and tank volumes were 
assumed to be constant. Although, only the diffusion process 
was considered, a significant loss in capacity was observed. 
Skyllas-Kazacos and Goh [19] studied the influence of cur-
rent and mass transfer coefficients on the diffusion process 
and the long-term performance of the VFB using a model 
based on mass balances for the active species. The model 
predicts that regarding only the diffusion process, a steady 
state vanadium ion concentration will be reached after a cer-
tain number of cycles. The diffusion and migration process 
was studied by Won et al. [20] using a dynamic 3-D model. 
The model describes the diffusion and migration crossover 
and side reactions in each electrode. The crossover mass 
fluxes are calculated using the Nernst-Planck equation. The 
results show the capacity losses due to the crossover and 
moreover, a degradation of the membrane was calculated 
assuming that the crossover diffusivity of each vanadium 
ion through the membrane is ten times higher than those of 
fresh membranes. A dynamic model describing the three 

different transport processes through the membrane (diffu-
sion, migration and convection) were developed by Darling 
et al. (zero-dimensional) [4], Boettcher et al. (zero-dimen-
sional) [17] and Knehr et al. (two-dimensional) [18] using 
the Nernst-Planck equation. The Nernst-Planck equation 
defines the species movement through the membrane due 
to diffusion, migration and convection. To use this equation 
many parameters have to be utilized as for example the ionic 
potential, the ionic mobility, the species concentrations in 
the membrane and the boundary layer thickness between the 
membrane and the bulk electrolyte.

A more recent work of Shirasaki and Yamamura evalu-
ated the reliability of a frequently applied method to deter-
mine diffusion coefficients of vanadium species across the 
membrane. These authors evaluated permeability tests with 
48V as a radiotracer, though the permeability test could be 
conducted with vanadium electrolyte on both sides of the 
membrane with one electrolyte side containing the radioac-
tive 48V isotope. Their results indicated significant differ-
ences to usually applied permeability tests with vanadium 
electrolyte on one side (donor) and magnesium sulfate, 
diluted sulfuric acid solutions on the other (acceptor) side of 
the membrane. However, VFBs are operated with vanadium 
electrolyte on both sides, thus Shirasaki and Yamamura’s 
results emphasize the need to determine membrane param-
eters under operating conditions as close to real VFBs as 
possible. Crothers et al. developed a quite complex model 
for transport processes within a cation exchange membrane 
of a VFB based on Stefan-Maxwell-Onsager theory [22]. 
Their model can predict concentration profiles within the 
membrane and resulting mass fluxes through the membrane 
presenting valuable insights into interactions between dif-
ferent species within the membrane. However, a large num-
ber of only indirectly accessible parameters is required and 
self-discharge redox reactions within the membrane are not 
implemented. Kim et al. analysed the transport phenomena 
during crossover processes in a VFB membrane by applica-
tion of a zero-dimensional model incorporating diffusion, 
osmosis, convection and self-discharge reactions. However, 
the main focus was put on electrolyte volume changes with 
model validations carried out for the 3rd and 300th cycle 
[23].

In this work, the number of unknown parameters is min-
imized by utilizing only one mass transfer coefficient for 
each crossover mechanism to describe the crossover pro-
cess. The model is validated with own measurements dur-
ing charge–discharge cycling operation and can predict the 
species crossover and the resulting capacity loss sufficiently 
well. This paper describes a zero-dimensional model of the 
concentration and volume changes in a VFB using the cation 
exchange membrane Nafion™ N117 from Chemours. The 
model can be used to simulate the long-term behaviour of 
the VFB. Moreover, a capacity balancing method using a 
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continuous overflow from one half-cell to other is imple-
mented in the model. Different overflow rates were analysed 
to determine the best battery operation regarding the perfor-
mance and electrolyte stability. The prediction of capacity 
and electrolyte stability is very important to assist in the 
development of a control system for the VFB to ensure the 
best possible long-term performance.

2  Model development

The model is divided in five sub models: the positive elec-
trolyte storage tank (PT), the positive electrode (PE), the 
membrane, the negative electrode (NE) and the negative 
electrolyte storage tank (NT). The electrolytes in the tanks 
and electrodes consist of water, sulfuric acid and  VO2+  (VIV) 
as well as  VO2

+  (VV) in PT and PE or  V2+  (VII) and  V3+ 
 (VIII) ions in NT and NE, respectively (Fig. 1). All the sub-
models and the resulting overall model, were embedded in 
MATLAB R2018a and the solver “ode15s” was applied to 
solve the set of equations.

For the model, the following assumptions are made:

– All sub models are considered isothermal.
– The electrolyte is assumed to be incompressible.
– The model is 0-dimensional: concentration gradients in 

any direction are neglected.
– The tanks and electrodes are considered as ideal stirred 

tank reactors.
– The tanks are only coupled with the corresponding elec-

trode.
– The electrodes are coupled via the membrane.
– The electrodes have identical volume and porosity.
– No hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions during 

charging occur.
– All reactions are assumed to take place instantaneously.

– The membrane exhibits a constant resistance during 
charge and discharge.

– No electrochemical reactions occur in the tanks.

3  Electrolyte storage tank

The electrolyte stored in the tanks consists of the species 
 H2O,  H+,  SO4

2− and  V2+,  V3+ for the negative electrolyte 
storage tank and  VO2+ and  VO2

+ for the positive electro-
lyte storage tank, respectively. The species concentration 
and the volume in the tanks change during the operation of 
the battery due to electrolyte changes in the cell caused by 
electrochemical reactions and crossover. The concentration 
and volume change as well as the state of charge (SoC) are 
described using the following equations:

here ciout is the concentration of species i in the electrolyte 
leaving the tank, ni the amount of species i in the tank, VTank 

(1)cout
i

=
ni

VTank

(2)
dni

dt
= V̇ ⋅

(

cin
i
− cout

i

)

(3)VTank =
∑

i

ni ⋅Mi

�El

(4)SoCNE =
cout
V2

cout
V2

+ cout
V3

(5)SoCPE =
cout
V5

cout
V4

+ cout
V5

Fig. 1  Schematic of the VFB 
and modelled domains
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the tank volume, V̇  the volume flow rate, ciin the species 
concentration entering the tank, Mi the molar mass of spe-
cies i and ρEl the electrolyte density, which is considered to 
be constant (1350 kg   m−3).

3.1  Membrane

The sub model for the membrane is used to describe the 
crossover fluxes of the species  V2+,  V3+,  VO2+,  VO2

+,  H+, 
 H2O through the membrane. The crossover is caused by 
three mechanisms of species transport through the mem-
brane: electro osmosis, diffusion and migration. The mech-
anisms are described with simple equations using a suit-
able transport coefficient multiplied by the driving force. 
Protons, additionally, move through the membrane due to 
charge balancing during operation. Therefore, the crosso-
ver mechanisms are not calculated for this species. At any 
time, the charge between the negative and positive electrode 
is assumed to be balanced due to proton movement. Addi-
tionally, each crossing charged species drags water with it 
through the membrane as water shell [9]. For the membrane 
sub model, the following additional assumptions are made:

– The membrane is hydraulically impermeable.
– No reaction takes place in the membrane.
– Sulphate ions do not move through the membrane.
– The species concentrations at the membrane surface area 

are equal to the bulk concentrations in the electrode.
– The electrical membrane resistance remains constant dur-

ing operation.
– There is no interaction between the vanadium species 

moving through the membrane.
– The species crossover from PE to NE is defined as posi-

tive.

The potential difference Δφ at the membrane is calculated 
from Ohm’s law as follows:

where dMem is the membrane thickness and RMem the specific 
membrane resistance (0.38 Ω m, from own measurements 
[24, 25]). For the electro osmosis, the electrolyte velocity 
ueosm is calculated by multiplying the driving force (potential 
difference in Eq. (7)) with the mass transfer coefficient keosm 
as shown below:

The diffusion through the membrane is described using 
Fick’s law. The used mass transfer coefficients for diffusion 
kidiff come from own measurements for the vanadium species 
[24]. The diffusion flux Ni

diff is described for each species i 
 (V2+,  V3+,  VO2+,  VO2

+,  H2O) using the following equation

(6)Δ� = j ⋅ dMem ⋅ RMem

(7)ueosm = Δ� ⋅ keosm

where ci is the concentration in the electrode in the positive 
or negative electrode and Across the cross-sectional mem-
brane area.

For both, crossover due to migration and electro osmosis, 
the direction of flux depends on the potential i.e. charge ( Δ� 
< 0) or discharge ( Δ� > 0). During discharge the species 
move from the negative electrode to the positive electrode:

whereas during charge the flux goes from the positive to the 
negative electrode:

The total flux of each species is defined as the sum of species 
movement due to electro osmosis, migration and diffusion:

3.2  Electrode

Each half-cell consists of vanadium  (V2+/V3+ or  VO2+/
VO2

+), water and sulfuric acid. The electrolyte is pumped 
through the half-cells and the active species reacts during 
charge/discharge at a porous carbon electrode. The mass bal-
ance for each species is described as shown below:

with

where Vcell is the volume in the half-cell, delectrode the elec-
trode thickness, εelectrode the porosity of the electrode and Si 
the source term for each species. The source term describes 
the change in species quantities mainly due to the electro-
chemical reactions (described with Faraday’s law) in the 
half-cells, but also due to crossover.

During charge the following redox reactions occur in the 
half-cells:

(8)Ndiff
i

= kdiff
i

⋅

(

c
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i
− c

neg

i

)

⋅ Across

(9)N
migr
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(10)Neosm
i

= c
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(11)N
migr
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(12)Neosm
i
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pos

i
⋅ ueosm ⋅ Across

(13)NMem
i

= Neosm
i

+ N
migr

i
+ Ndiff

i
.

(14)Vcell ⋅

dcout
i

dt
= V̇ ⋅

(

cin
i
− cout

i

)

+ Si

(15)Vcell = Across ⋅ delectrode ⋅ �electrode

(16)NE ∶ V3+ + e− → V2+

(17)PE ∶ VO2+ + H2O → VO2
+ + e− + 2H+
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The vanadium crossover causes the following discharge 
reactions in the half-cells:

Equations (18) to (21) describe that the charged species  (VII 
in NE and  VV in PE) reacts with the crossing species from 
the opposite half-cell. The source terms for concentration 
changes in the negative half-cell are described as follows:

here �drag
i,H2O

 is the amount of water dragged by species i 
( �drag

V2,H2O
= 6 , �drag

V3,H2O
= 6 , �drag

V4,H2O
= 5 , �drag

V5,H2O
= 4, �

drag

H+,H2O
)

[9], while V4 is the species  VO2+ and V5 is  VO2
+, respec-

tively. The parameter �drag
H+,H2O

 was adapted during the valida-
tion process.

The source term for concentration changes results in the 
positive half-cell to:

(18)NE ∶ VO2+ + V2+ + 2H+
→ 2 V3+ + H2O

(19)VO+

2
+ 2 V2+ + 4H+

→ 3 V3+ + H2O

(20)PE ∶ V2+ + 2 VO+

2
+ 2H+

→ 3 VO2+ + H2O

(21)V3+ + VO+

2
→ 2 VO2+

(22)SV2 =
−j ⋅ Across

F
+ NMem

V2
− 2NMem

V5
− NMem

V4

(23)SV3 =
j ⋅ Across

F
+ NMem

V3
+ 3NMem

V5
+ 2NMem

V4

(24)SH+ = NMem
H+

− 4NMem
V4

− 2NMem
V5

(25)SH2O = NMem
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+ NMem
V4

+
∑

i

NMem
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⋅ �
drag

i,H2O

(26)SV4 =
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− NMem

V4
− 3NMem

V2
− 2NMem
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(27)SV5 =
−j ⋅ Across

F
− NMem

V5
+ 2NMem

V2
+ NMem

V3

(28)SH+ =
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F
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Mem
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+ 2NMem
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(29)SH2O =
j ⋅ Across

F
− NMem

H2O
− 2NMem

V2
−
∑

i

NMem
i

⋅ �
drag

i,H2O

3.3  Continuous overflow from one tank to the other

With regard to capacity balancing, a continuous overflow 
from PT to NT is implemented in the sub models of the 
tanks. Equation (2) is extended with the outgoing or incom-
ing mass flow and the self-discharge reactions taking place 
in the NT [Eqs. (30) to (35)].

For PT:

For NT:

4  Experimental

The model was validated with measurements on a test facil-
ity which has an online recording of several process vari-
ables such as current, cell voltage, volume flow rate, tank 
volume, electrolyte conductivity, pressure directly before 
and after the cell, as well as temperature in the tanks and 
in the cell. The cell was operated for ten charge–discharge 
cycles with a current density of 1000 A  m−2. The limit for 
charge/discharge was the cell voltage, which was set to 0.8 V 
for the discharge process and to 1.8 V for the charge process, 
respectively.

The cell has an active area  (Across) of 0.01  m2, carbon 
electrodes with a thickness of 0.95·10−3 m and a porosity of 
0.93 (GFD1.5 EA carbon felt from SGL Carbon GmbH, Ger-
many; compression of 37%). The electrolyte (1.6 mol  L−1 
vanadium concentration and 4 mol  L−1 total sulphate con-
centration) was purchased from GfE (Gesellschaft für Ele-
ktrometallurgie, Germany) and was pumped through each 
half-cell with a flow rate of 400 mL  min−1 which corre-
sponds to a flow velocity through the electrode of 2.9 cm  s−1. 
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)
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It was found by Watt-Smith et al. that mean linear electro-
lyte velocities through the carbon felt electrode in a range 
of 1 cm  s−1 to 10 cm  s−1 are suitable [26]. The membrane 
Nafion™ N117 was used to separate the half-cells.

The development of the electrolyte conductivity was 
used to calculate the SoC during operation. A few electro-
lyte samples were taken at the very low and very high SoC 
of positive and negative electrolyte. The vanadium concen-
tration and SoC of the samples were determined by redox 
titration [27]. To calculate the SoC of positive and negative 
electrolyte during the measurements the conductivity and 
temperature signals were applied to the following empirical 
equation [28]

where κ is the conductivity of the electrolyte, T the tem-
perature of the electrolyte and   A, B, C and D are empirical 
constants. D and B were adapted to fit the values determined 
by redox titration for each electrolyte.

5  Model validation

The first electrolyte samples were taken after the first charg-
ing process, which is why this point is the initial state for 
the model. The tank fill level at this point is defined to be 
100%. The positive electrolyte has a vanadium concentration 
of 1.60 mol  L−1 and a SoC of 91%, the negative electrolyte 
has 1.58 mol  L−1 vanadium and 84% SoC at the starting 
point. In the model the change from charge to discharge or 
vice versa occurs as soon as one electrolyte reaches a SoC 
of 90% during charging or 10% during discharging which 
corresponds sufficiently well with the measured values. In 
total eight samples were taken: The first sample was taken 
after the first charging process (cycle 0) starting from an 
electrolyte with an equimolar mixture of  V3+ and  VO2+. 
For the next discharging (cycle 0.5) and charging process 
(cycle 1.0), two more samples from each electrolyte were 

(36)SoC =
� − C ⋅ T − D

A ⋅ T + B

taken. In total samples were taken at the end of cycle 0, 0.5, 
1.0, 4.0, 4.5, 7.5, 8.0 and 10.5. The model was validated 
by minimizing the differences between the calculated and 
measured values of SoC, tank fill level and total vanadium 
concentration cV in both half-cells. During the validation 
process (using MATLAB’s function “fmincon”), the val-
ues of the mass transfer coefficients keosm and �drag

H+,H2O
 were 

adjusted (Table 1). The mass transfer coefficients kidiff for the 
vanadium species come from separate own measurements 
[24] and were regarded as constant. A comparison with lit-
erature shows a large variation of values for the vanadium 
mass transfer coefficient due to crossover. The reason for 
these differences is presumably the different way and con-
ditions (sulphate and vanadium concentration, test facility) 
for measuring the diffusion. A common way of determining 
the diffusion coefficient is utilizing a dialysis cell. The coef-
ficients used in this work, however, were measured using 
vanadium electrolyte at both sides of the membrane and are 
therefore relevant for real operating conditions. A compari-
son of the other mass transport coefficients is not meaningful 
because these parameters were not used in other studies.

The mass transfer coefficients kimigr were calculated 
according to Einstein–Smoluchowski as follows:

The comparison of the calculated values with the measure-
ments shows a good agreement as can be seen in Fig. 2. The 
vanadium concentration in the positive electrolyte decreases 
during discharge and increases during charge. These concen-
tration shifts differ from results described in other papers 
[18, 21], where the vanadium concentration decreases in the 
PE during charge and increases during discharge. In total, 
the vanadium concentration increases in the positive electro-
lyte, which agrees with the literature. Overall, the tank vol-
ume increases in the PT and approaches an almost stationary 
state. Reverse developments in vanadium concentration and 
tank fill level can be observed for the negative electrolyte. 

(37)k
migr

i
=

zi ⋅ F ⋅ Di

R ⋅ T ⋅ dMem

Table 1  Mass transfer coefficients used for the mathematical model

Parameters adapted during model validation are indicated by *

Symbol Description Value Literature

kdiff
V2

Mass transport coefficient due to diffusion of  V2+ (m  s−1) 28.7 ×  10−9 34.2 ×  10−9 [17], 7.7 ×  10−9 [29]

kdiff
V3

Mass transport coefficient due to diffusion of  V3+ (m  s−1) 9.3 ×  10−9 32.4 ×  10−9 [30], 7.1 ×  10−9 [29]

kdiff
V4

Mass transport coefficient due to diffusion of  VO2+ (m  s−1) 19.3 ×  10−9 27.3 ×  10−9 [30], 32.3 ×  10−9 [29]

kdiff
V5

Mass transport coefficient due to diffusion of  VO2
+ (m  s−1) 4.9 ×  10−9 6.4 ×  10−9 [30], 23.5 ×  10−9 [29]

kdiff
H2O

Mass transport coefficient due to diffusion of  H2O (m  s−1) 3.14 ×  10−6 3.14 ×  10−6 [31]
keosm* Mass transport coefficient due to electro osmosis (m  V−1  s−1) 3.44 ×  10−7

�
drag

H+,H2O
* Amount of water dragged by  H2O 1.5 2.5 [9]
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An increase in vanadium concentration and electrolyte vol-
ume results in an enrichment of vanadium in the positive 
electrolyte and otherwise a dilution in the negative elec-
trolyte. As a consequence of the larger vanadium crossover 
towards the PE and therefore a discharge of the electrolyte 
and the enrichment of vanadium, the PE does not reach the 
high SoC of 90% after only a few cycles. Whereas the nega-
tive electrolyte does not reach the low SoC of 10% due to 
the fast discharge of the positive electrolyte.

For the first charge–discharge cycle, the distribution of 
the vanadium fluxes due to the three crossover mecha-
nisms is shown in Fig. 3. Unlike modelling results in other 
papers [17, 18, 18, 21], our analysis indicates that migra-
tion makes a major part of the vanadium crossover during 
the discharge process. On the basis of the measurement 
results, the increase of the vanadium amount in the PE 
combined with the course of the tank fill level can only be 
described with these high impacts of migration of  V2+ and 
 V3+. To verify these parameters, further measurements are 
required in which the individual crossover mechanisms can 
separated from the other mechanisms.

Fig. 2  Comparison of measured 
values with calculated values 
of a V-concentration, b tank fill 
level, c and d SoC

Fig. 3  Distribution of vanadium 
crossover fluxes via diffusion, 
electro osmosis and migra-
tion for the first cycle during a 
discharge and b charge
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6  Simulation results and discussion

With the validated model, the system behaviour was calcu-
lated for 200 cycles. A rapid decrease of the DoD (ratio of 
the actual capacity and the theoretically available capacity) 
with each cycle can be observed (see Fig. 4). The reason for 
the capacity loss is the dilution of vanadium in the negative 
electrolyte tank. In Fig. 4 it can be seen that the tank fill level 
decreases in the negative storage tank and that the vanadium 
concentration decreases at the same time.

As a method for capacity rebalancing, a continuous over-
flow from the PT to the NT was implemented to the model. 
Due to the overflow, the total vanadium amount in the NT 
increases if the overflow rate is large enough. At the same 
time discharge reactions take place and the sulphate amount 
increases in the NT. The system behaviour was analysed 
for different overflow rates. The DoD as a function of the 
cycle number for these calculations is shown in Figs. 5 and 
6. The simulation results shown in Fig. 5 reveal that a small 
overflow rate of 0.25 mL  h−1 results already in a rise of the 
DoD compared to an operation without overflow. A higher 
overflow rate of 0.75 mL  h−1 shows a significantly better 
performance until cycle 200. A maximum of the DoD at 
cycle 80 can be observed. After reaching this point, the DoD 

decreases continuously. However, an even higher overflow 
rate of 2 mL  h−1 leads to a high self-discharge of the NE 
which results in a very fast decrease of the DoD. In this case, 
the mass of vanadium flowing from PT to NT is too high for 
a reasonable operation, which results in rapid attainment of 
both, the low SoC limit in the negative electrolyte and the 
high SoC limit in the positive electrolyte.

Fig. 4  Modelling results for 
the system behaviour during 
200 charge/discharge cycles; a 
tank fill level, b total vanadium 
concentration, c minimum and 
maximum SoC, d DoD

Fig. 5  DoD development for different overflow rates over 200 cycles
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In a range of overf low rates between 0.25 and 
0.75 mL   h−1, the performance improvement reaches an 
optimum (see Fig. 6). Overall, the DoD profiles show a 
similar course. For these overflow rates the DoD decreases 
during the first cycles. The reason for this decline is that 
the crossover of vanadium from NE to PE is initially bigger 
than the vanadium amount coming from PT to NT due to 
the continuous overflow. Depending on the overflow rate, 
the equivalence of vanadium mass flow due to crossover and 

overflow is reached at varying times. For an overflow rate of 
0.25 mL  h−1 the equilibrium is reached after approximately 
200 cycles and for 0.5 mL  h−1 already after 76 cycles. From 
this point the amount of vanadium flowing from PT to NT is 
larger than the vanadium transport through the membrane. 
At the same time, the overflow leads to a decrease of SoC in 
the negative electrolyte. One can see that the DoD rises after 
only a few cycles after the initial decrease for an overflow 
rate of 0.75 mL  h−1. This is because the discharge of the 
negative electrolyte enables the utilization of the entire SoC 
spectrum for certain cycles. The higher the overflow rate the 
earlier the DoD decreases again due to a strong discharge of 
the negative electrolyte.

However, not only maintaining the DoD is important 
for the battery performance. Due to the overflow, the sul-
phate concentration increases and the vanadium concentra-
tion decreases continuously in the NT while the sulphate 
concentration decreases and the vanadium concentration 
increases in the PT, respectively. The electrolyte, however, 
is only stable in a small range of vanadium and sulphate 
concentrations. To be sure that no precipitation takes place, 
a maximum concentration of 2 mol  L−1 for vanadium and 
a minimum concentration of 3.3 mol  L−1 for sulphate were 
selected as limits [32]. For overflow rates in the range from 
2.0 to 2.7 mL  h−1, the sulphate concentration does not fall 
below the limit of 3.3 mol  L−1. The development of the 
vanadium and sulphate concentration in the PE is shown in 

Fig. 6  DoD development for selected overflow rates over 200 cycles

Fig. 7  Vanadium concentration 
development in the PE versus 
cycle number for an over-
flow rate of a 0.25 mL  h−1, b 
0.30 mL  h−1, c 0.50 mL  h−1 and 
d 0.75 mL  h−1
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Fig. 7 for the considered overflow rates. The concentration 
limit is plotted as grey solid line. It can be seen, that the 
vanadium concentration exceeds the limit of 2 mol  L−1 after 
150 cycles for an overflow rate of 0.5 mL  h−1 and after 135 
cycles for an overflow rate of 0.75 mL  h−1. Regarding both, 
the DoD and the electrolyte stability, the battery shows the 
best performance with an overflow rate of 0.3 mL  h−1 since 
the DoD is higher until cycle 180 compared to an overflow 
rate of 0.25 mL  h−1. As a result of the limited electrolyte 
stability, the electrolytes of both tanks need to be remixed 
after exceeding the vanadium or sulphate concentration 
limit. Remixing results in an equimolar mixture of  V3+ and 
 VO2+, which corresponds to a SoC of − 50%, and a bal-
anced sulphate concentration of 4 mol  L−1 in each tank. The 
remixing requires a certain time during which the battery 
cannot be used and additionally, energy is needed to charge 
the electrolyte from the SoC of – 50% after remixing to 0%. 
This energy cannot be regained from the system by discharg-
ing. Prior to remixing the system would certainly be dis-
charged to a level as low as possible to reduce losses by the 
remixing process. Since we set the minimum SoC to 10% 
during charge–discharge cycling, we can assume a SoC of 
10% for both electrolytes before remixing. This would lead 
to 60% of recharging energy demand to bring the SoC from 
− 50% back to 10% as it was before remixing. The recharg-
ing energy demand is necessary after every  175th cycle and 
corresponds to an additional theoretical energy loss of 0.3% 
per cycle (for an overflow of 0.3 mL  h−1). For another exem-
plary SoC of 30% before mixing, an additional energy loss 
of 0.5% would occur.

A constant overflow is clearly not sufficient to ensure 
a permanently stable operation, thus a better solution for 
maintaining the DoD would probably be an adaption of the 
overflow rate with time. In this way, the battery could be 
operated as long and as efficiently as possible maintaining 
a high DoD and stable electrolytes. Comparing the DoD 
developments in Fig. 6, a high overflow rate at the begin-
ning with a decrease after a certain number of cycles will 
give the best result regarding DoD and electrolyte stability. 

Therefore, a dynamic electrolyte overflow was determined 
for 200 cycles. The overflow rates are adapted after each 
charge and discharge cycle in such a way that the sum of 
all DoDs over the full set of cycles reaches a maximum and 
that the concentration limits for vanadium and sulphate are 
maintained for at least 200 cycles (using MATLAB’s func-
tion “fminfun”). The resulting overflow rates are shown in 
Fig. 8. It can be seen, that the overflow rate rises signifi-
cantly from a value of 0.14 mL  h−1 to 0.35 mL  h−1 in the 
first few cycles. This is followed by a slow decrease of the 
overflow rate. After 120 cycles a rapid decrease can be seen, 
so that after about 150 cycles a low overflow rate of less 
than 0.1 mL  h−1 is reached. The DoD decreases from 80% 
in the first cycles to a value of 64% after 40 cycles. The 
DoD increases afterwards again. The increase of the DoD 
is ended by the rapid decrease of the overflow after 120 
cycles. Afterwards the discharge depth decreases slightly at 
an almost stable plateau. The vanadium concentration limit 
of 2 mol  L−1 is reached after 200 cycles, so a remixing of 
electrolytes would probably be needed after operating of a 
few more cycles.

7  Conclusion

In this work, the crossover processes through a cation 
exchange membrane in a VFB during charge–discharge 
cycles have been simulated and validated with own meas-
urements. The model describes the crossover mechanisms 
diffusion, migration and electro osmosis for the vanadium 
species and water using basic mass transport equations. The 
simulation results show that the DoD decreases rapidly with 
each cycle when using the membrane Nafion™ N117 from 
Chemours. On this account, a continuous electrolyte over-
flow from PT to NT was implemented into the model. The 
battery performance, characterised by the DoD, improves 
strongly using a continuous electrolyte overflow from PT 
to NT in a certain range of overflow flow rates. However, 
the electrolyte stability is a limiting factor in an operating 

Fig. 8  Results for a dynamic 
overflow rate from PT to NT a 
DoD and overflow, b vanadium 
concentration in PT
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VFB because the vanadium and sulphate concentrations in 
the electrolytes are influenced by the overflow. A constant 
overflow rate of 0.3 mL  h−1 shows the best compromise 
between battery performance and electrolyte stability for the 
test facility used. A remixing process, however, is crucial 
for a reasonable long-term operation of the VFB with the 
chosen membrane. When considering a dynamic overflow, it 
is possible to reach the maximum DoD over a given number 
of cycles (200 in this work) while the limits of concentra-
tion are not exceeded. Further optimization potential of the 
dynamic overflow can be expected for controlled overflow 
only during low states of charge, since this would lower 
self-discharge effects distinctly. Such further optimization 
strategies could be combined with concentration-dependent 
overflow control algorithms and should be the scope of fur-
ther work. However, our results for continuous and dynamic 
overflow rates show that the crossover of this membrane 
is too large for an efficient operation of a VFB and there-
fore the use of other membranes with a significantly lower 
crossover and even further optimized balancing procedures 
would be more reasonable [29, 33–35].
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